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Abax Global Equity Feeder Fund Commentary 
 
Global markets remain volatile with ongoing geopolitical uncertainty, trade wars (real and 

threatened), and a general slowdown in economic activity in almost all regions. Q3 global growth 

tracked at 2.3% – this would be the 10th percentile of a 20 year history. If all the trade tariffs being 

threatened are actually implemented one can only expect earnings to start to fall, credit fundamentals 

to deteriorate and central banks to turn even more dovish – not a great outcome. Against this 

uncertain backdrop, the MSCI All World Index was largely flat for the past quarter, holding onto its 

+16.2% gain for the year. The Fund outperformed the index for the quarter by about 1% and is now 

up +23.3% year to date. 

For the quarter, the biggest contributors were Trex, NMC Health; Alphabet (Google); Activision 

Blizzard; JP Morgan; Intel; and Western Digital. Trex; Alphabet; and JP Morgan continued to appreciate 

on account of their steady earnings growth and solid business models, whereas Activision Blizzard; 

Intel; and Western Digital recovered as they started to grow out of cyclical downturns in their 

respective industries. NMC Health remains a much debated stock with diverging views on their growth 

prospects; as such one should expect some volatility in the share price. However, we remain positive 

on their business model and growth prospects.   

The detractors over the past quarter were Amazon; Moncler; Rio Tinto; and Tractor Supply. Amazon 

has appreciated over 400% over the past five years and one should consequently expect some 

volatility. We remain convinced of the underlying business case, driven by an expanding ecommerce 

business outside the US, continued strong growth in Amazon Web Services – their cloud suite offering 

– and the strong US ecommerce business (still less than 10% of US retail sales, but already delivering 

better margins than Walmart). Moncler (luxury down jackets) got whipsawed by the unrest in Hong 

Kong, a key shopping area for luxury goods. We’re not overly concerned as we’ve seen shifting 

consumer buying patterns as they now avoid Hong Kong. Rio Tinto fell as the iron price pulled back on 

lower global manufacturing data; they remain the best-of-breed miner at an attractive valuation. 

Recently we’ve seen a number of “unicorn” technology companies come to market – these are the 

rapidly growing (but mostly very much loss making) new technology firms with valuations in excess of 

$1bn. The “online everywhere” business models of many of these firms, drives a winner-takes-all 

approach which necessitates significant upfront spending to gain scale and traction, well ahead of 

actual profits (not to mention cash flows). We have been somewhat circumspect of many of these 

listings and have not invested in any. The recent, well publicized withdrawal of intention to IPO of 

WeWork is maybe an extreme example, but worth comparing to something like Amazon Web Services 

– not too long ago also a loss making entity in the Amazon stable with much promise (it now delivers 

$8bn operating profit on $28bn annual sales and still growing at 30% per year). 
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WeWork’s model simplistically signs a long lease on an office building, converts it into an attractive 

shared office space, with all the trappings required by the new entrepreneurial workforce, and then 

rents out office space on a flexible and short term basis. Not a bad business idea at all and already 

very profitable, exploited by the likes of IWG. The problem is that WeWork needed to sign many, long 

leases and spend a lot of money up front to convert these office spaces; they also wanted to do this 

quickly all over the world to crowd out potential competitors. Now they must fill these buildings as 

much as possible, for as long as possible, to cover short term expenses and long term leases. 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) builds data centres, fills them with servers and then leases out fractions 

thereof to businesses on a flexible basis: you pay for what you use, so at month end, when you use 

more computing power or disc space, you just pay more. Amazon also had to spend much upfront 

money to build these data centres and now have to fill the servers and offer more services on top of 

basic storage and processing. 

WeWork believers argue that there is no real difference between the above business models and that 

WeWork is therefore well worth investing in. We disagree. There are a number of differences between 

AWS and WeWork that makes AWS more scalable and easier to monetise/turn profitable: 

• AWS can put their servers anywhere; not just in cheaper sites, but also with relatively scant 

regard for geography – technology brings the server to the client.  WeWork needs to be in the 

right spot (property is: location, location, location). 

• AWS’s servers can be infinitely sliced/diced/combined as the users’ needs change.  WeWork 

will be hard pressed to “rent” your seat into so many fractions, or scale up so much at month 

end. 

• AWS can enter a new market/geography without being there – they just add a server back 

home in the same warehouse.  WeWork can’t; they need to be where the workers are. 

• AWS has more control over their costs as they manage energy cost (with their own renewable 

power) and server cost (they are designing and building their own), whereas WeWork are 

largely dictated to by their long-lease land lords. 

• AWS caters for the universe creating new data that needs to be stored and processed at an 

exponential scale. WeWork’s potential client base is not growing nearly that fast (in the 

developing market it’s arguably shrinking). 

• AWS’s success also relates to their ability to help you manage your data – not just host it (they 

have hundreds of tools available to mine and process data, using AI tools and machine 

learning). WeWork will probably upsell you on better coffee and softer sofas, but the potential 

is relatively limited. 

 

We are therefore happy to remain well invested in Amazon, but will give WeWork a wide berth (they 

withdrew their intention to list in any event). There are many other business models where upfront 

investment does make sense; the online classified business in Naspers/Prosus is an example: Avito, 

their Russian classifieds business, jumped from -118% EBITDA (i.e. the company spent more than twice 

revenue) in 2012 to +51% EBITDA margin in 2014 as revenue increased four fold from RUB926 to 

RUB4,305 over the three years. Avito had to invest to get the scale. In the case of Online Classifieds, 

scale is liquidity of buyers and sellers – you need plenty of both and be the default online destination 

for both. Initially you spend a lot on advertising and incentives to get the traffic; once you have it, you  
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cut back on advertising and start charging for premium listings, hence the quick flip from losses to 

profits. 

Currently, the Fund’s cash levels are down to 1.6%. This is more in line with our longer-term intention 

than the higher levels we had earlier in the year. We still have the protection structures in place to 

March 2020 (which effectively protects about 15% of the Fund against a fall in the S&P 500 index). 

We continue to look for good, long term investments that will generate at least 10% return per year 

in USD. At the same time, we continuously interrogate existing holdings and cull where we believe the 

investment case has changed. 

 

 


